Lots U* and J*: Take Loop Road Southwest to access green parking areas. Lot J has green, gold, orange, and purple parking.

Lots H* and I*: Take Drive A (northbound on Waterview) or Drive L (southbound on Waterview) for green, gold, orange, and purple parking. Lot I has pay-by-space parking.

Lot T* and Parking Structure 3*: Take Synergy Park Boulevard to Rutford Avenue and follow directional signage. Lot T is primarily residence hall parking, with some green, gold, orange, and purple parking. PS3 has pay-by-space, green, gold, orange, and purple parking.

Lots A*, B*, C* and D*: Take Synergy Park Boulevard to North Floyd Road or take University Parkway to Armstrong Drive and East Drive for green, gold, orange, and purple parking. Route also leads toward Lots G*, which has pay-by-space and purple parking, and E.

Lots E*, M, Q* and Parking Structure 1*: Take University Parkway to Armstrong Drive and East Drive. Lot M and PS1 have pay-by-space, green, gold, orange, and purple parking. Lots E and Q have green, gold, orange, and purple parking. Route also leads toward Lots A, B, C, and D.

* On Comet Cab Route